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Abstract
We use biinfinite Toeplitz matrix analogues of classical and q-binomial identities in a
commutative Banach algebra setting to characterize classical and q-Bessel functions of
integer order and to establish properties of these functions.
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1. Introduction
This paper uses biinfinite Toeplitz matrices to study classical and Jackson–
Hahn–Exton q-analogue Bessel functions emphasizing their relationship to
binomial combinatorial analysis. (The Jackson–Hahn–Exton Bessel function is
sometimes called the Hahn–Exton Bessel function and more recently, Jackson’s
third analogue Bessel function, cf. among others, [3,4,8,9,11], as well as [1]
for applications to physics and other references.) The idea for this paper
arose from trying to understand the relationship between basic combinatorial
analysis and various widely-studied q-analogue Bessel functions. What emerged
was that, from the basic binomial combinatorial point of view, the natural
analogues are Jackson–Hahn–Exton Bessel functions. Our explanation of this
connection between basic combinatorial analysis and the Jackson–Hahn–Exton
Bessel functions is accomplished by generalizing relevant elements of basic
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combinatorial analysis to the context of commutative Banach algebras. (The
general idea of using of operator techniques to study binomial and q-binomial
identities is well-established, see [2] and [13].)
To present our point of view in more detail, recall that Watson in Chapter 2 of
his treatise on Bessel functions, [18], obtains many fundamental properties of the
Bessel coefficients using the generating function expansion
exp
(
x
[
t − t−1])= ∞∑
n=−∞
Jn(x)t
n.
Three principal competing q-analogue Bessel functions in the literature were
studied by Jackson [8]. In essence, Jackson used the two Euler q-analogue expo-
nential functions,
eq(x)=
∞∑
n=0
xn
(q;q)n and Eq(x)=
∞∑
n=0
qn(n−1)/2xn
(q;q)n
(which satisfy eq(x)Eq(−x) = 1) to form generating functions for the three
analogue Bessel functions: eq(tx)eq(−t−1x), Eq(tx)Eq(−t−1x), and eq(tx)×
Eq(−t−1x). Much subsequent work has been done developing properties of
one or more of these analogues using the appropriate generating function and
suggesting the suitability of that analogue, cf., e.g., [3,4,11]. An algebraic version
of these ideas has been developed using products of the Euler q-exponentials
to mimic the exponential mapping from a Lie algebra (of plane motions) to its
corresponding Lie group [5,6,9]. In this version, generalized matrix elements are
used to realize the three analogue Bessel functions and establish some of their
properties. As a result, Bessel functions are associated with algebraic structures
related to the non-commutative rigid motions of the plane. (There are other
approaches to analogue Bessel functions less closely related to this paper.)
Our focus is on the fundamental relation of classical and Jackson–Hahn–Exton
Bessel functions of integer order to classical and basic binomial combinatorial
analysis, and establishing that the commutative Banach algebra of Toeplitz
matrices is a natural setting for this relation. From this perspective the use of
the two Euler q-exponentials is distracting and they are not mentioned in the
development. Our characterizations take place in commutative Banach algebras
related to Fourier analysis on SO(2) rather than in non-commutative algebraic
structures as do the Lie group and algebra approaches to the classical Bessel
functions cf. [12,16], and the Lie and quantum algebras representation approaches
to q-Bessel functions, cf. [5,9,10,15,19].
The relevance of Toeplitz matrices to binomial combinatorial analysis is
presented in Lemma 1. Using this lemma, the classical generating function
expression for the Bessel function is recast in the commutative Banach algebra
context via an infinite matrix operator expansion (Theorem 2). This point of
view is extended to show the relevance of Toeplitz matrices for q-binomial
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combinatorial analysis by introducing a new infinite matrix analogue of the
shifted q-factorial to give a Toeplitz matrix version of the q-binomial theorem
(Lemma 3). This easily gives an expression for Jackson–Hahn–Exton Bessel
functions using an infinite matrix operator expansion related to the q-binomial
expansion developed above (Theorem 3). At this point the Jackson–Hahn–Exton
Bessel function appears as the natural q-analogue of the classical Bessel function.
Next, we show that constructions based on our binomial combinatorial inter-
pretation lead to interesting properties of Jackson–Hahn–Exton Bessel functions
efficiently. We develop a multiplication formula which is the q-analogue of a
non-familiar generating function identity for the classical Bessel function (Corol-
lary 2). We establish a Banach algebra functional identity characterization for
Jackson–Hahn–Exton Bessel functions of integer order (Corollary 3). Entrywise
this gives a q-analogue of the classical differential recurrence relation for Bessel
functions (formula (21) and the discussion which follows it). This formulation is
different from the version in the literature given in [14]. Our version has a nice
interpretation in the Toeplitz matrix context which is contained in Corollary 4.
For completeness, we should add that many standard results concerning Bessel
functions of integer order (e.g., the Neumann and Graf addition formulas) and
Jackson–Hahn–Exton Bessel functions (e.g., the q-analogue Hansen–Lommel
orthogonality relations) may be proved straightforwardly in this context. We will
not present the details in this paper.
The notational conventions of [7] will be used in this paper. In particular, for
0 < q < 1, which we always assume,
(a;q)k =
k−1∏
j=0
(
1− aqj), k ∈ Z,
(a;q)0 = 1, (a;q)∞ = lim
k→∞(a;q)k,(
n
k
)
q
= (q;q)n
(q;q)k(q;q)n−k ,
∗
 is the least integer  ∗, δi,j is the Kronecker delta function.
We consider biinfinite matrices with complex entries {mi,j | −∞< i, j <∞}.
The standard matrix operations of equality, addition, scalar multiplication and
tensor product are defined in the usual way as is matrix multiplication when the
sum of products of entries (now taken from −∞ to ∞) converges. We call a
matrix k-banded provided its entries satisfy mi,j = 0 if |i − j |> k.
We will use the complex vector space, TM, of biinfinite Toeplitz-type matrices,
i.e. TM consists of all those complex matrices with entries mi,j = m(i − j) for
some function m. Simple but important examples of such matrices are the ‘shift
operator’ matrices, Im, the biinfinite matrices with [Im]i,j = δi+m,j . Observe that
{Im | −∞<m<∞} are linearly independent, any matrix in TM can be written
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the form
∑∞
k=−∞ ckIk with ck ∈ C (this infinite sum makes sense without any
explicit mention of convergence) and InIm = In+m.
These Toeplitz matrices may be viewed as operators on the Hilbert space
l2 ≡ l2(Z)≡ {{xn}∞n=−∞ |
∑∞
n=−∞ |xn|2 <∞} by using some elementary Fourier
analysis on L2(SO(2)). Details of these constructions can be found in [17] at
an introductory level, or alternately in [20], a general reference for Fourier
series which includes explicit discussions of the material we use. If we set
yi = ∑∞j=−∞mi−j xj , −∞ < i, j < ∞, then {yi}∞i=−∞ is defined for every
{xj }∞j=−∞ ∈ l2 if and only if
∑∞
j=−∞ |mi−j |2 <∞ for all i . With this in mind, if∑∞
k=−∞mkeikθ is the Fourier series of f (θ), we call f the defining function of
the Toeplitz matrix, m, with entries mi−j and we write m= Tf .
The facts that we will need are summarized in the next theorem. These facts,
related to Fourier multiplier operators on l2, flow from the isometry between
L2(SO(2)) and l2 via Fourier series. An accessible account is given, e.g., in [20,
pp. 168–169].
Theorem 1. For [Tf ]j,k = fˆ (j − k)= 12π
∫ 2π
0 f (x)e
−i(j−k)θ dθ,
(a) Tf is a bounded linear operator on l2 ⇔ f ∈ L∞(SO(2)), and
‖Tf ‖l2,l2 = ‖f ‖∞.
(b) Tfg = Tf Tg if f,g ∈ L∞(SO(2)).
Our analysis will take place in spaces of functions from the complex numbers
to the complex Toeplitz-type matrices just described. In particular, for a subset,
S, of C, if m :S → TM is a function of the form m(z) =∑∞k=−∞mk(z)Ik with
f (z, θ)≡∑∞k=−∞mk(z)eikθ ∈ L∞[S × SO(2)], we define a norm,
‖m‖S ≡ ‖f ‖L∞[S×SO(2)], (1)
and a corresponding function space,
TM[S] ≡ {m :S → TM ∣∣ ‖m‖S <∞}. (2)
Using Theorem 1, it is easy to see that TM[S] is a commutative complex Ba-
nach algebra of biinfinite matrix-valued functions. (Multiplicative commutativity
depends on the biinfinite nature of the Toeplitz matrices being used here.)
In the following sections, to simplify notation, we will identify constant
functions with their values, and thus we will view a k-banded matrix µ in TM
as an element of TM[S] for any non-empty S ⊆C, with ‖µ‖S = ‖µ‖C.
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2. Classical constructions
We begin with the example of the symmetric central difference operator
defined on l2 by σ ≡ I1 − I−1 ∈ TM. σ maps {xn}∞n=−∞ to {xn+1 − xn−1}∞n=−∞.
The basic properties of these difference operators we will use can be summarized
as
Lemma 1. σn is 2n-banded in TM,
σn =
n∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n
k
)
I(n−2k),
σ = T(eiθ−e−iθ ) = T(i2 sinθ), and
∥∥σn∥∥C = 2n.
Proof. The first statements follow using induction from Pascal’s identity. The rest
follows in a straightforward manner using Theorem 1. ✷
Next we consider the classical Bessel function of integer order m: for m 0,
Jm(2x)=
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kx2k+m
k!(k +m)! and J−m(x)≡ (−1)
mJm(x). (3)
The Bessel functions and the central symmetric difference operator are related
to the exponential in the Banach algebra TM[C] by the following result:
Theorem 2.[
exp(xσ)
]
i,j
= Jj−i (2x). (4)
Proof. Let 0  m. [exp(xσ)]j−m,j = ∑∞p=0 1p! (xσ)pj−m,j . By Lemma 1,
[xσ ]pj−m,j =
∑p
k=0 δj−m+p−2k,j (−1)k
(
p
k
)
xp. Thus if (xσ)pj−m,j = 0, we need
p ≡ m (mod 2), and since (xσ)pj−m,j is 2p-banded, we also need m  p, i.e.,
we need p = 2n+m with n 0. Thus
[
exp(xσ)
]
j−m,j =
∞∑
n=0
{ 2n+m∑
k=0
δj+2n−2k,j (−1)k
(
2n+m
k
)}
x2n+m
[2n+m]!
=
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n x
2n+m
n![n+m]! .
Similarly,
[
exp(xσ)
]
j+m,j =
∞∑
n=m
(−1)n
(
2n−m
n
)
x2n−m
[2n−m]!
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= (−1)m
∞∑
n=0
(−1)nx2n+m
n![n+m]! . ✷
Theorem 2 encodes the classical generating function expansion for the Bessel
functions in this Banach algebra context. As an application, we give a biinfinite
Toeplitz matrix differential equation which characterizes the Bessel functions.
We use the standard definition of the derivative for Banach-algebra-valued scalar
functions. Applying the usual infinite series argument, which shows that the
exponential is characterized by its differential equation, to series in TM[C],
together with Theorem 2, gives:
Corollary 1. Let
J (x)≡
∞∑
n=0
A(n)(x/2)n ∈ TM[C], with A(0)= I.
Then
d
dx
J = σJ ∈ TM[C] ⇐⇒ J (x)=
∞∑
p=0
1
p! (xσ)
p
⇐⇒ [J (x)]
i,j
= Jj−i (x).
3. q-analogue constructions
We turn to the construction of an appropriate q-analogue binomial analysis
in the Banach algebras we have been discussing. We remind the reader that
0 < q < 1. Classically, (v;q)n =∏n−1j=0(1− vqj ) is a complex polynomial of
degree n in the variable v with (v;q)0 = 1 and (0;q)n= 1.
We begin with the example of the q-analogue difference operator defined
on l2 by I1 − qI−1 ∈ TM. We will employ two extensions of this operator
on the algebras TM[S]. Letting Qq be the linear operator on TM[S] defined
by [Qqm](z)≡ qm(qz), define σ(q) : TM[S] → TM[S], and its q-analogue nth
power, (σ (q))[n], to be
[
σ(q)m
]
(z)≡ I1m(z)− I−1[Qqm](z) and
(
σ(q)
)[n] ≡ n∏
λ=1
σ
(
qλ
)
. (5)
We have σ(q)I = I1 − qI−1 ∈ TM, so that σ(q)I, viewed as an operator
on l2, maps {xn}∞n=−∞ to {xn+1 − qxn−1}∞n=−∞. Before developing the binomial
expansion for this operator, we define a slightly generalized version, which is
fundamental to q-analysis on the complex Banach algebra TM.
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For any complex scalar a, set
〈a;q〉n ≡
n−1∏
λ=0
(
I1 − aqλI−1
)
, n 1, with 〈a;q〉0 ≡ I. (6)
Since I1 − aqλI−1 = T(eiθ−aqλe−iθ ), Theorem 1 shows that
〈a;q〉n =
n−1∏
λ=0
T(eiθ−aqλe−iθ ) = T[∏n−1λ=0(eiθ−aqλe−iθ )] = T[einθ (ae−i2θ ;q)n]. (7)
We have a q-analogue of Lemma 1,
Lemma 2. 〈a;q〉n is a 2n-banded element of TM such that:
For n 0 : 〈a;q〉n =
n∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n
k
)
q
qk(k−1)/2akI(n−2k), (8)
〈a;q〉n = T[einθ (ae−i2θ ;q)n], and
∥∥[〈a;q〉n]∥∥C = (−|a|;q)n. (9)
Proof. (8) is established using the q-analog Pascal’s triangle identity,(
n+ 1
k + 1
)
q
=
(
n
k + 1
)
q
+
(
n
k
)
q
qn−k.
(9) follows from (7) and Theorem 1. ✷
In particular, note that
〈q;q〉n =
(
σ(q)
)[n]
I. (10)
Although the infinite matrix 〈a; z〉 is defined in analogy with the complex
scalar (a; z), there are significant differences. For example, (0;q)n = 1, but
〈0;q〉n = In = I. Also while (q−n;q)n+1 = 0, 〈q−n;q〉n+1 = 〈q−n;q〉n(I1 −
I−1).
Motivated by the classical q-analogue function introduced by Cauchy and
Heine,
∞∑
k=0
(u;q)kzk
(q;q)k
[7, 1.3], whose evaluation comprises the q-binomial theorem, we proceed to
define an analogous biinfinite matrix-valued function.
Lemma 3. On compact subsets of |z|< 1,
∞∑
k=0
zk
(q;q)k 〈a;q〉k = T[∑∞k=0 (eiθ z)k (ae−i2θ ;q)k(q;q)k ] = T[ (ae−iθ z;q)∞(aeiθ z;q)∞ ], (11)
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and using the notation At to denote the transpose of a matrix,
∞∑
k=0
zk
(q;q)k 〈a;q〉
t
k = T[∑∞k=0 zk (aei2θ ;q)keikθ (q;q)k ]
= T[ (aeiθ z;q)∞
(ae−iθ z;q)∞ ]
. (12)
Proof. To prove the first equality in (11), observe that by (9),
K∑
k=0
zk
(q;q)k 〈a;q〉k = T[∑Kk=0 (eiθ z)k(ae−i2θ ;q)k(q;q)k ]. (13)
Now ∣∣∣∣∣
K∑
k=0
(eiθ z)k(ae−i2θ ;q)k
(q;q)k
∣∣∣∣∣
K∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣ (eiθ z)k(ae−i2θ ;q)k(q;q)k
∣∣∣∣

∞∑
k=0
|z|k(−|a|;q)k
(q;q)k
where the last infinite series converges absolutely on |z|< 1 independently of θ .
This shows that
∞∑
k=0
zk(ae−i2θ ;q)n
e−inθ (q;q)k
converges uniformly on compact subsets of {|z|< 1} × SO(2). The rest of (11)
follows from the q-binomial theorem, cf. [7, (1.3.2)]: if |Z|< 1,
∞∑
k=0
(A;q)kZk
(q;q)k =
(AZ;q)∞
(Z;q)∞
setting A= ae−i2θ and Z = eikθz.
To prove (12), proceed as above, noting that I t−n = In, hence
[〈a;q〉n]t = n∏
i=0
(
I−1 − aqiI1
)
. ✷
It will be convenient to use the notation: for any S ⊆ C, m ∈ TMc[S] means
that m ∈ TM[Σ] for any non-empty compact subset Σ of S.
We define the infinite Toeplitz matrix q-binomial series to be:
Eq(a, z)≡
∞∑
k=0
zk
(q;q)k 〈a;q〉k ∈ TMc
[|z|< 1]. (14)
For m a positive integer, the Jackson–Hahn–Exton Bessel function is
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J
[q]
m (x)≡
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kqk(k+1)/2x2k+m
(q;q)k(q;q)k+m with J
[q]
−m(x)
≡ (−1)mqm/2J [q]m
(
qm/2x
)
. (15)
J
[q]
m (x) is entire for all m and we have the well-known limit cf. [11, A.2]:
lim
q→1J
[q]
m
(
(1− q)z)= Jm(2z). (16)
We first demonstrate the intimate relationship between the biinfinite Toeplitz
matrix q-analogue binomial series and q-Bessel functions of integer order:
Theorem 3. Let Rea > 0. Then:
[
Eq(a, z)
]
i,j
=
[ ∞∑
k=0
zk
(q;q)k 〈a;q〉k
]
i,j
=
(
a
q
)(j−i)/2
J
[q]
j−i
((
a
q
)1/2
z
)
. (17)
Proof. Assume m 0.
[
Eq(a, z)
]
j−m,j =
∞∑
p=0
1
(q;q)p
[〈a;q〉p]j−m,j zp.
By Lemma 2,
[〈a;q〉p]j−m,j =
p∑
k=0
δj−m+p−2k,j (−1)k
(
p
k
)
q
qk(k−1)/2ak.
Thus if [〈a;q〉p]j−m,j = 0, we need p ≡m (mod 2), and since [〈a;q〉p]j−m,j is
2p-banded, we also need m p, i.e., we need p = 2n+m with n 0. Thus:[
Eq(a, z)
]
j−m,j
=
∞∑
n=0
{ 2n+m∑
k=0
δj+2n−2k,j (−1)k
(
2n+m
k
)
q
qk(k−1)/2ak
}
z2n+m
(q;q)2n+m
=
∞∑
n=0
(−1)nqn(n−1)/2an(2n+m
n
)
q
z2n+m
(q;q)2n+m
=
∞∑
n=0
(−1)nqn(n−1)/2an z
2n+m
(q;q)n(q;q)n+m
= qm/2a−m/2
∞∑
n=0
(−1)nqn(n+1)/2 (q
−1/2a1/2z)2n+m
(q;q)n(q;q)n+m .
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Similarly,[
Eq(a, z)
]
j+m,j
=
∞∑
n=m
(−1)n
(
2n−m
n
)
q
qn(n−1)/2an
z2n−m
(q;q)2n−m
=
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n+m
(
2n+m
n+m
)
q
q(n+m)(n+m−1)/2an+mz2n+m
(q;q)2n+m
= q−m/2am/2
[
(−1)mqm/2
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n q
n(n+1)/2(qm/2q−1/2a1/2z)2n+m
(q;q)n(q;q)n+m
]
.
✷
We can use Eqs. (12) and (11) together with this result to obtain q-Bessel
function identities by multiplication and cancellation. As an example we prove:
Corollary 2. If Rea, Reb > 0,(
b
a
)m/2
J
[q]
m
(
a1/2b1/2
)
=
∞∑
λ,k=−∞
qk+λ−mJ [q]k+λ−m(1)a
−λ/2bk/2J [q]λ
(
a1/2
)
J
[q]
k
(
b1/2
)
.
Proof. Setting
z= q1/2,
( a
b
e−iθ bq1/2;q)∞
(eiθbq1/2;q)∞ =
(ae−iθq1/2;q)∞
(eiθq1/2;q)∞
(eiθq1/2;q)∞
(e−iθ q1/2;q)∞
( 1
b
e−iθ bq1/2;q)∞
(eiθbq1/2;q)∞ .
As above, this gives
Eq
(
a
b
, bq1/2
)
=Eq
(
a, q1/2
)[
Eq
(
1, q1/2
)]t
Eq
(
1
b
, bq1/2
)
.
Use Theorem 3 to obtain
a−j/2b−i/2J [q]j−i
(
a1/2b1/2
)
=
∞∑
λ,k=−∞
qλ−ka−λ/2b−k/2J [q]λ−i
(
a1/2
)
J
[q]
λ−k(1)J
[q]
j−k
(
b1/2
)
.
Now replace k by k + j, λ by λ+ i, and finally, k by −k. ✷
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Using (16), the formula in Corollary 2 corresponds formally (provided we
insert (1−q) in the argument of each q-Bessel function and then let q approach 1)
to the following identity for Bessel functions of integer order. (For completeness,
since we do not have a citation to this formula in the literature, we include an
outline of a generating function proof.)
Theorem 4. If Rea, Reb > 0:(
b
a
)m/2
Jm
(
2a1/2b1/2
)
=
∞∑
λ,k=−∞
a−λ/2bk/2Jλ
(
2a1/2
)
Jk+λ−m(2)Jk
(
2b1/2
)
. (18)
Proof. The fact that(
b
a
)m/2
Jm
(
2a1/2b1/2
)= ∞∑
k=0
(−1)kakbk+m
k!(k +m)!
suggests modifying the usual generating function construction for the Bessel
functions to give the generating function:
exp
[
bt − a
t
]
=
∞∑
m=−∞
(
b
a
)m/2
Jm
(
2a1/2b1/2
)
tm.
Applying this to the equality
exp
[
bt − a
t
]
= exp
[
bt − 1
t
]
exp
[
1
t
− t
]
exp
[
t − a
t
]
,
using (3), and equating coefficients of t in the resulting Laurent series gives the
result. ✷
Next we turn to a functional equation which characterizes the Jackson–Hahn–
Exton Bessel function.
Corollary 3. Let
F(z)=
∞∑
n=0
Anz
n ∈ TMc
[|z|< 1] with A0 = I.
Then
(I − zI1)F (z)= (I − qzI−1)F (qz) ∈ TMc
[|z|< 1] (19)
if and only if [F(z)]
i,j
= J [q]j−i (z). (20)
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Proof. Inserting the series for F into Eq. (19), and equating powers of z yields:
AnI −An−1I1 =AnqnI −An−1qnI−1. Solving for An and iterating gives
An = 1
(1− qn)
(
I1 − qnI−1
)
An−1 = · · · = 1
(q;q)n 〈q;q〉nA0.
Since A0 = I , (17) gives [F(z)]i,j = J [q]j−i (z).
Alternately, direct computation using (15) verifies that
J
[q]
m (z)− J [q]m (qz)= zJ [q]m−1(z)− qzJ [q]m+1(qz), (21)
which is (19) evaluated entrywise, assuming (20). ✷
Using the Jackson q-derivative operator, Dqf (z) ≡ f (z)−f (qz)(1−q)z , (21) with z
replaced by (1− q)z gives the formula:
DqJ
[q]
m
(
(1− q)z)= J [q]m−1((1− q)z)− qJ [q]m+1(q(1− q)z),
which, by the above, characterizes J [q]m . There are similar but different formulas
in the literature, e.g., [14, (3.2.16)]. We would like to show how this formula is
central to our development.
We begin by pointing out that, formally, taking the limit as q approaches 1,
using (16) and limq→1 Dq = d/dz, we see that (21) can be considered a
q-analogue of one of the classical recurrence formulas for the Bessel functions,
2
[
d
dz
Jm
]
(2z)= Jm−1(2z)− Jm+1(2z).
On TM[S], define the operator analogue of the q-derivative operator by
Dqm(z)≡ 1
(1− q)z
[
m(z)−m(qz)].
Using this notation, we can rewrite some of our discussion in the form:
Corollary 4. If J ∈ TMc[|z|< 1],
DqJ = σ(q)J ⇐⇒ J (z)=
∞∑
k=0
(
σ(q)
)[k]
I
zk
(q;q)k ⇐⇒[
J (z)
]
i,j
= J [q]j−i (z). (22)
Proof. Let J [q] ∈ TMc[|z|< 1] have i, j entry J [q]i−j (z). We can express (21) in
operator form as[
DqJ
[q]](z)= [σ(q)J [q]](z).
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Similarly, (17) with a = q can be rewritten, using (10), as
∞∑
k=0
(
σ(q)
)[k]
I
zk
(q;q)k = J
[q](z).
The corollary then follows from Theorem 3 and Corollary 3. ✷
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